Newborough and Yallourn Exit is the second exit into Moe when coming from Melbourne, and the first exit if coming from Morwell.
In the event of an emergency proceed to nearest EXIT and make your way quickly and calmly to the closest carpark.

X = EXIT
In the event of an emergency proceed to nearest EXIT and make your way quickly and calmly to the closest carpark.

1. Practical Area A1
2. Sandpit A2
3. Classroom A3
4. Classroom A4
5. Classroom A5
6. Classroom A6
7. Machine Room A7

X = EXIT
Yallourn Campus BUILDING B - Ground Floor

In the event of an emergency proceed to nearest EXIT and make your way quickly and calmly to the closest carpark

X = EXIT

Built B

- Engineering Centre
- Building Studies
- Archives and Deliveries
- CAD Computer
- Drafting

KEY
- Practical Room B1
- Classroom B2
- Classroom B3
- Staff Office B4
- Classroom B5
- Staff Lunch Room B6
- Classroom B7
- Classroom B8
- Classroom B9
- Drafting Room B10
- Classroom B11
- Classroom B12
- Practical Room B13
- Classroom B14
- Practical Room B15
- Practical Room B16
Yallourn Campus  BUILDING B - Ground Floor

In the event of an emergency proceed to nearest EXIT and make your way quickly and calmly to the closest carpark

X = EXIT

KEY
- Classroom B17
- Machine Room B18
- Practical Room B19
- Classroom B20
- Classroom B21
- Practical Room B22

Building B
- Building Studies
- Painting and Decorating
Yallourn Campus BUILDING C - Ground Floor

In the event of an emergency proceed to nearest EXIT and make your way quickly and calmly to the closest carpark.

X = EXIT

Building C
- Plumbing and Gasfitting

Classroom C1
Classroom C2
Practical Room C3
Sandpit C4

KEY
In the event of an emergency proceed to nearest EXIT and make your way quickly and calmly to the closest carpark
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KEY
- Auditorium F11
- Computer Lab F12
- Computer Lab F13

X = EXIT
In the event of an emergency proceed to nearest EXIT and make your way quickly and calmly to the closest carpark.
Yallourn Campus BUILDING G - Ground Floor

Building G – Ground Floor
• Mechatronics

KEY
- Classroom G1
- Computer Lab G2
- Classroom G3
- Classroom G4
- Classroom G5
- Classroom G6
- Classroom G7
- Classroom G8

In the event of an emergency proceed to nearest EXIT and make your way quickly and calmly to the closest carpark
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In the event of an emergency proceed to nearest EXIT and make your way quickly and calmly to the closest carpark.

X = EXIT
In the event of an emergency proceed to nearest EXIT and make your way quickly and calmly to the closest carpark

**KEY**
- Computer Lab H1
- Practical Room H2
- Classroom H3
- Practical Room H4
- Computer Lab H5
- Practical Room H6
- Computer Lab H7
- Practical Room H8
- Practical Room H9
- Classroom H10
- Computer Lab H11

**Building H – Ground floor**
- Electrotechnology

X = EXIT
In the event of an emergency proceed to nearest EXIT and make your way quickly and calmly to the closest carpark.

X = EXIT
In the event of an emergency proceed to nearest EXIT and make your way quickly and calmly to the closest carpark

X = EXIT

KEY
- Classroom J1
- Classroom J2
- Practical Room J3
- Practical Room J4

Building J
- Automotive
Yallourn Campus  BUILDING K - Ground Floor

In the event of an emergency proceed to nearest EXIT and make your way quickly and calmly to the closest carpark

**Building K**
- Sport and Recreation

**KEY**
- Stadium K1

X = EXIT
Yallourn Campus  BUILDING L - Ground Floor

In the event of an emergency proceed to nearest EXIT and make your way quickly and calmly to the closest carpark

KEY
- Classroom L1
- Classroom L2
- Classroom L3

X = EXIT